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Moody's downgraded Nigeria's sovereign debt on 27 January 2023, citing an expectation that the government's fiscal and debt position will continue to deteriorate. Fiscal

pressures are wide-ranging and the capacity to respond is constrained by institutional weaknesses and social challenges. This is expected to be amplified by higher government

borrowing needs and rising interest rates, worsening the policy trade-off between servicing debt and financing other key spending items. An even larger fiscal deficit is

projected for the 2023 budget, while funding options are limited and reliant on central bank financing, adding to the external pressure from depressed oil production and

capital outflows. However, immediate default risk is low, assuming no major  global shocks policy shifts. The charts below drill down into the major economic issues for the new

president’s in-tray. Diversifying the economy away from oil, building human capital and reducing inequality remain priorities
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Growth constrained at 3%in 2023

High inflation and power supply issues are

making the post-pandemic recovery

difficult. But the economy is expected to

benefit from robust commodities trade and

dynamic consumer goods and services

markets, bringing growth to 3 per cent in

2023. The IMF revised the growth outlook

slightly to 3.2% in February, reflecting

Nigeria’s rising growth in 2023 due to

improved security in the oil sector.

Debt servicing consumes the

economy

Fiscal pressure from falling oil production,

the costly oil subsidy and rising interest

rates will likely persist, while a policy

response post-election will take time to

implement. Under this baseline scenario,

interest payments will consume about half

of general government revenue, up from an

estimated share of 35% in 2022, and

general government debt-to-GDP will

continue rising to about 45%, up from 34%

in 2022 and 19% in 2019.

Naira redesign fuels cash shortages,

violent protests

Nigeria’s Central Bank launched newly

designed naira banknotes last November,

aimed at curbing inflation, cash hoarding

and counterfeiting. With the naira having

weakened significantly in 2022, this

further choked off currency supply, fuelling

protests. Most estimates show that the

naira to the US dollar weakened as much

as 15% over 2022. Rapid devaluation

exacerbates imported inflation, as well as

increasing already high debt service costs.

Inflation accelerated to a 17-year

high 21.82% in January 2023

Soaring food prices and a weaker naira

currency were the main drivers of inflation

growth in 2022. On a monthly basis,

consumer prices surged by 1.87%, the most

in almost 16 years, after a 1.71% increase in

the previous month. High inflation has

forced the government to spend large

amounts on fuel and food subsidies,

increasing fiscal pressure.
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